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Our client, a big industrial player on the global 
manufacturing market with a cloud-first 
mentality has been working on a desktop and app 
virtualization project for 5 years, but they could 
not overcome the complexity of the virtualization 
app landscape. Then Covid-19 came in the picture 
and they needed an instant solution. Challenge 
accepted! 

We had
• 2 weeks,
• a limited budget, and
• 6 challenges to overcome.

Our standardized programs and plug & play cloud 
solutions that could be easily integrated in their 
cloud environment were a perfect fit in a situation 
with time and cost limitation. The 6 standard 

milestones of our Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD) 
integration pack led the project and enabled a 2 
weeks delivery time.

The roadmap is designed to overcome the typical 
challenges we see that our partners face in a 
virtualization project:
• no previous Azure experience,
• the diversity of devices from which AVD was ex-

ecuted and
• SAP integration with AVD
• change management,
• remote IT support provided by the local and 

global IT teams, and 
• limited budget.
This standard approach based on our experience 
helped us to easily navigate the client, prepare their 
teams and deliver a solution just in two weeks.

Executive Summary
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Infrastructure as a service is a type of cloud 
computing service that o
ers essential 

compute, storage, and networking resources 
on demand, on a pay-as-you-go basis.

Platform as a service is a complete development and 
deployment environment in the cloud, with resources that 

enable you to deliver everything from simple cloud-based apps 
to sophisticated, cloud-enabled enterprise applications. 

 Internet of Things is the concept of 
connecting any device to the 

Internet and to other connected 
devices. It is a giant network of 

connected things and people 
collecting and sharing data.   

Kubernetes is a portable, extensible, open-source 
platform for managing containerized workloads 

and services, that facilitates both declarative 
configuration and automation.

Azure Kubernetes Service allows 
you to quickly deploy a production 
ready Kubernetes cluster in Azure. 

A compound of development (Dev) and 
operations (Ops), DevOps is the union of 
people, process, and technology to 
continually provide value to customers.

A mainframe is the central data repository, or 
hub, in a corporation's data processing center, 
linked to users through less powerful devices 
such as workstations or terminals. 

The AS400 (AS/400) is a popular family of mid-sized 
computer systems which can also be used as 
multi-user computer systems, so a single computer 
can interact with more than one user at a time. 

SAP is one of the world’s leading producers of 
so�ware for the management of business processes, 
developing solutions that facilitate e
ective data 
processing and information flow across organizations.

It enables stakeholders, such as  
internal employees and clients 
global access to corporate 
applications. 
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Our international manufacturing player started their 
cloud journey in Azure 3 years ago with Dexmach. 
They developed a sophisticated, cloud-first IT in-
frastructure with a lot of components in use: Iaas, 
Paas, IoT, Kubernetes, AKS, Azure DevOps,... and 
moved to a SD WAN solution (100% Internet based) 
although still using  Mainframe, SAP, AS400. But they 
were missing one important element - a similarly 
sophisticated desktop and app virtualization appli-
cation to enable smooth access to corporate appli-
cations globally. 

For 5 years they have been planning a big virtu-
alization project. The purpose was to give internal 
employees thin clients and afterwards global avail-
ability of the applications. This project was tried 
and failed due to the complexity of the applica-
tion landscape. Finally, the project was cancelled.

A Complex Virtualization App Landscape Time Pressure For Implementation

With the COVID crisis they faced serious issue - their 
virtualization project needed to rocket speed.

There was no more time for exploring and creating 
business cases, they just had a rough cost estima-
tions. Their question was: how fast can we en-
able our people and ensure business continuity? 
The challenge was to support the plants from home 
by the administrative people, including the ones 
who did not had a company laptop.

They decided just 1 week before the Belgium COVID 
lockdown:
• more people working from home, without lap-

top devices need to access corporate resources
• with limited hardware stock (laptops) available
• with a limited number of VPN licenses to sup-

port remote connectivity.
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Scale, security and cost optimization

Azure Virtual Desktop combines the scale, secu-
rity, and cost benefits of Azure and Microsoft 365 
for a secure remote desktop from virtually any-
where. It provides the familiarity and compatibil-
ity of Windows with the new scalable multi-ses-
sion experience for your end users and save costs 
by using existing eligible Windows licenses. Man-
age your end-to-end Azure Virtual Desktop de-
ployment alongside other Azure services within 
the Azure portal. 

What is  
Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD)

Features

• Windows 10 desktops and  applications vir-
tually anywhere: you can set up your environ-
ment ready to support work from anywhere on 
any device 

• Enables you to deploy and scale in minutes
• Built-in intelligent security : secures access 

with minimum effort for external colleagues 
and partners 

• Prepares for business disruption and disaster 
management 

• Reduces cost using existing licenses : optimiz-
es your IT spend

• Microsoft managed back-end for less man-
agement from your side : optimizes your IT op-
erations

• Cloud insights on user experience, diagnostics 
and host performance: gives control of your in-
frastructure



For the AVD there where 3 major use cases to sup-
port:
• image pool with core apps EN: SAP and limited 

internal applications
• image pool with core apps FR: SAP and limited 

web applications
• image pool with “vanilla” version EN: secure RDP 

access to take-over their local desktop. 

Applications remained on physical devices and were 
accessible with good performance, even with multi-
ple screens.

Additional requirements

Other requirements were:
• secure authentication through multi-factor au-

The 3 Main Use Cases Of Our Customer thentication
• apply company corporate policies (GPO’s)
• SAP performance

6 Challenges To Overcome

There were four main challenges identifeid in the vir-
tualization project that were all succesfully managed 
during the AVD implementation in cooperation with 
the client: 

• no previous Azure experience,
• the diversity of devices from which AVD was ex-

ecuted and
• SAP integration with AVD
• change management,
• remote IT support provided by the local and 

global IT teams, and 
• limited budget.



We made sure that no previous Azure experience was 
needed for our client so there would be no technical 
knowledge blockers. DexMach has taken care of the 
complexity and operations of the AVD environment 
keeping in mind the diversity of devices from which 
AVD was executed.

The SAP integration went smooth and brought 
simplicity to all users with good application perfor-
mance, that was even better than via VPN.

Change management and remote IT support are nev-
er easy to orchestrate and requires commitment to 
be able to shift the organizational mindset and pre-
pare every team. At DexMach we have years of field 
experience with change management at all stages at 
a cloud journey, hence we were able to provide ef-
ficient support to our client to prepare their teams 
through fast communication, expert workshops and 
knowledge transfer. 

Additionally, AVD features like the Microsoft managed 
back-end, built-in intelligent security, the simplicity 
of creating, deploying and managing user profiles, 
and instant cloud insights free up significant amount 
of time for the IT teams and ensure they can focus 
more on support tasks in the initial phase.

Budget limitation always create some challenges, 
but our client did not have to pay additional license 
costs, as they were already included in current con-
tracts (VDI licenses of failed virtualization project). 



In only 2 weeks, together with DexMach, the AVD 
platform was made operational and ready for all  us-
ers to connect and continue their daily work. After 
the first weekend they could already allow test users 
on the platform and after the first week the platform 
was production ready to onboard all needed users. 
(scalaible to 1000 users, on average 250 concurrent 
users). 

Meanwhile VPN capacity was also enhanced by im-
plementing an appliance in Azure for 750 additional 
concurrent users.

The implementation Process
1 Kick-off

2 Define 
Landing Zone

3 Prepare User 
Environment

4 automate

5 Set up avd 
environment

6 optimize2 weeks



1 Kick-off

AVD SOLUTION & kick-off 
Workshops

 Workshop: Kick-off
 Workshop: Design And AVD 

Profiles
 Architecture Review & 

Validation Of Cloud 
Environment 

we started with mapping 
customer ambitions and 

environment

2 Define 
Landing Zone

Landing Zone 
Workshops

 Workshop: Cloud Connectivity 
Configuration 

 Workshop: Cloud Identity 
Implementation

3 Prepare User 
Environment

Image & User Environment 
Configuration

 Workshop: AVD Image 
Creation 

 Assistance And Configuration: 
AVD Image Creation 

 Image Lifecycle Management 
 AVD Baseline GPO 

Configuration

Then we made sure that 
there is an optimal 

foundation

We also made some 
preparations in the 

customer environment

START



4 automate

Devops Deployment And 
Configuration

 Workshop: AVD Deployment 
Automation (Arm-terraforms)

 Configuration: AVD Automation 
Environment

 Workshop: Create Customer 
AVD Tenant & Host Pool

 Assistance And Configuration: 
Create AVD Tenant & Host Pool

Then we could start to
automate to optimize 
operations and costs

5 Set up avd 
environment

AVD Environment 
Configuration

 Configuration: AVD Auto-scaling
 Workshop: Cloud Security & 

Monitoring
 Guide: AVD Operations

6 optimize

Avd Validation
TESTING & fine-tuning

 Guide: Avd Configuration
 UAT Testing And Validation
 Fine-tuning Based On UAT 

Feedback
 Workshop: Validation And 

Hand-over
 Agile Project Management

And we set up the avd 
environment tailored 

for the customer

Finally, we tested and 
finetuned to deliver a

fully optimized solution



related offers

CLOUD TRANSFORMATION PROGRAM 
AZURE VIRTUAL DESKTOP

Interested? contact us! 
www.dexmach.com/meet-glenn




